This report presents data results from the community, youth
and teachers to support the formulation of a Youth Mental Health
strategy. This report suggests a trauma informed care approach that is
place based to create sustainable, long term relief from mental
distress and trauma.

The recovery priority goals were created from the story and feedback shared
by 1000+ community members at over 103 meetings, events and talk story
sessions– including 400+ students.
The goals were recommended by the Puna Action Committee on May 21st.

He aliʻi ka ‘āina, he kauā ke kanaka
The land is the chief, man is the servant.

O Ka hale e ku, o ke kanaka e noho.

Preserve native ecosystems, maintain pono uses
of natural resources, and protect increasingly
threatened forests.

Create Village Town Centers that provide residents
with greater access to goods, services, educational
resources, and economic opportunities in a
thoughtful and sustainable manner, including
options for marketing locally produced products.

Where a house stands, there man dwells.

Loa‘a ke ola i Hālau-a-ola
Life is obtained in the house of life. Used when one
is returned to safety, happiness, or well-being.

The site first, and then the building / Learn all you can,
then practice.

Promote the development of medical facilities and
services, social services and programs, and family
economic self-sufficiency services and programs
to increase the mental, physical, emotional, and
economic health and well being of communities
and residents, especially the most vulnerable in
the community.

Develop essential infrastructure to provide livable
spaces, including increased connectivity of roads
to provide alternative routes for emergency
situations and managed traffic flow and increased
internet connectivity to encourage employment,
educational and economic opportunities for
residents.

O ke kahua mamua, mahope ke kūkulu

The recovery process is focused on creating Hawai‘i Island
specific resilience and emphasizes putting ‘āina first.

→ Natural resources, our ‘āina, not only comes first, but encompass all goals–
we must first take care of what takes care of us.

→ The health and well-being and infrastructure are the society and standards of the community.
They nest second as resilient health and livable spaces connect directly to both our land and
our economy.

→ Village Town Centers, representing residential and economic development, nests in the center.
Residential and economic development is central to the day to day of our community.
However, we can have a thriving, sustainable place based economy if the first two rings are
not addressed.

Recovery is a kākou thing.
Partnerships and collaborations are the thread that tie the goals together.

The Puna Action Committee recommended the intent of the priority recovery
objectives on August 6th.

Clean and sustain the
environment as a
community effort.

Healing spaces,
connections to culture.

Fun things to do
and places to shop
close to home.
Opportunities and
options to make
sustainable wage.

Trauma care,
self harm care,
stress relief.

Safe space to convene, play, share
time with friends and family.

Safe, walkable
neighborhoods.

Build community
and celebrate
together.

Access to school,
activities and recreation.

Nā Hopena A‘o (HĀ)
A State-wide framework to develop the
skills, behaviors and dispositions that are
reminiscent of Hawaiʻi’s unique context,
and to honor the qualities and values of
the indigenous language and culture of
Hawaiʻi.

Hawai‘i Island Place Based Resilience Curriculum
An island-wide initiative to take the HĀ framework and incorporate Hawaiʻi island
specific moʻolelo and history into the school curriculum. This curriculum serves as a
resilience curriculum– teaching students what it means to live on and thrive with
an active volcano. This curriculum equips the youth with the knowledge and skills of
how to live with an active volcano— including coping and resilience behaviors. This
is a tool for addressing mental trauma as the more understanding and connection
youth have to this place the less fear and hopelessness they will feel.

Trauma-informed care means treating a whole person, taking into account past trauma and the resulting coping mechanisms when attempting to understand behaviors
and treat the patient. Trauma-informed care is defined as practices that promote a
culture of safety, empowerment, and healing.
This holist approach to the youth mental health crisis in Puna post eruption addresses
the years of trauma youth have lived with in addition to the trauma and disruption
caused by the eruption.
This approach treats each youth as already having the power and capacity to cope– but
in need of guidance and strategies to enact that power.

the widespread impact of trauma
and understands potential paths
for recovery.

the signs and symptoms of
trauma in clients, families,
staff, students and others you
interact with.

by fully integrating knowledge
about trauma into policies,
procedures and practices.

to actively resist
traumatization by evaluating
clinical and organizational
practices.

Many of the youth responses were not focused specifically on their mental health, in
fact, very few even mentioned it. What they did mention was their lack of access to
opportunities, activities and an active lifestyle. They talked about feeling like they live in a
dirty and unsafe place. However, the highest sentiment from the youth responses was
optimism– thus, the youth have hope for a better future.

Mental health ought to be addressed as a function of remediating all their
unmet needs and provide opportunities of empowerment for them to
contribute to the solution.

Selfactualization:

Self-fulfillment
needs

achieving one’s
full potential,
including creative activities

Esteem needs:
prestige and feeling of accomplishment

Psychological
needs

Belongingness and love needs:
intimate relationships, friends

Safety needs:
security, safety, access

Physiological needs:
food, water, warmth, rest

Basic
needs

First, we need our education
to be better because if we are going to keep
up with the rest of the world we can’t be holding back.
Even though most don’t like it, technology is the future so
were going to need to have a better understanding
of it—it could help us prepare us for jobs or
hobbies– it would give us something to go
off of now.

Can someone teach us basic life skills?
Maybe teach elementary students like cooking
or other things they need later on in life,
like maybe financial literacy so they know
how money, loans and taxes work.

They could plan more
activities to bring everybody
together. They could build more
community gathering areas.

We should get more young people
engaged in agriculture. Also in construction.
We could be looking at the future of these
things in our teens and young adults.

More activities like sports like judo,
wrestling, and boxing. Internet access
for people that can’t access internet
and study places.

Selfactualization

School needs to teach us
important things– like how to take
care of child when you want one or
what are rights are as citizens.

Esteem needs
We need to build up our
aloha, show love to one
another.

Belongingness and love
Nothing matters if we
don’t improve our law
enforcement first.

Safety needs

I want see people
respectful to their
peers and themselves.

Physiological needs
Make the
community
safer, please!

We need reliable, safe
transportation.

Help get rid of
domestic violence.
We need to make sure
everyone has enough supplies—
food, water, clothes.

I think our community could rise
again if we help make sure everyone
has a home to rest.

All schools need a
qualified, full time
nurse.

Of the respondents who mentioned kuleana, the majority of the youth felt the
responsibility to manifest their desires for the future lies with the community itself.

63%
COMMUNITY KULEANA

34%

3%

COUNTY KULEANA

INDIVIDUAL KULEANA

The most common sentiment of the youth responses were:

However, the rest responses had sentiments of:

Additional comments suggested that the youth desire empowerment,
opportunity and access to ways that they can be involved,
included and effect change within their community.

Students were asked the question:
“What would you like to see in your community in the next five years to
help the community and families be stronger and more resilient?”
The student responses were coded per comment.
Here is what the youth was talking about:

34%
HEALTH AND
WELL-BEING

28%

17%

HOUSING/DEVELOPMENT

NATURAL & CULTURAL
RESOURCES

15%

8%

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY

TRANSPORTATION

Youth commented on eight main topics relative to health and well-being:

Something that would make this
place better is if we had more
things to do after school.

More activities like judo, wrestling,
art, park games, skateboarding, homework
rooms, and pool.

We should have more programs
for youth. Programs with the National Park
if more students/ youth are involved with programs
then the more our generation will know about our
island. If we know more about our island and
are more involved, then we can predict
natural disasters earlier.

We need public
place to share thoughts,
plans and music.

There needs to be
more local counseling so
you have some place to
go talk to someone.

I would like to
see Puna just
better as a
community and
make life easier
here than life
being a struggle
here.

We need to
change the health
habits– there needs to be
healthy lifestyle
encouragements all around
in a way that won’t just
inspire but persuade
people till they can
experience it
themselves.

The urgent care in
Pahoa needs to work
longer hours. Some
people really need
the help.

We need to learn
about this place,
our home.

We need
technology
classes.

We need to change the
school system and the way
they try to teach kids.

There is not enough
people on the police force in
general just to make sure that it
is a safe and cared for community–
let alone deal with all the violence.
It needs to a community where
people would love to live in, a
community where everyone
can feel safe.

Youth commented on seven main topics relative to housing and development:
Repaint Pahoa town as a community
project to bring everyone together.
We should update our
town street and shut down old
stores— but this is a
community thing
for us to do.

We need bigger stores like Costco
because we can’t afford to drive all over
to just to get what we need.
I want to be able to own a
nice house one day, but that
just doesn’t seem possible.

Would like to see a
bigger mall, food places,
shops, theater in Puna–
Hilo isn’t for me.

We need to get
the homeless off the
streets. I plan to do
this by helping manage
to get them shelter. And
by motivating and
supporting them to
get a job. That way
less people can be
wanting/ living on the
streets causing other
problems.

We need sewer lines to run
to all our houses, I am afraid
to get sick.

More gyms
and public
restrooms.

The community
should all pitch in on
supplies and a
shelter.

We have to live smarter, not harder.
Don’t live in a place that is on a fault zone.

Something that would make
our community better is encouraging space for
homes to be built away from direct
flow of lava.

Youth commented on six main topics relative to natural and cultural resources:
Environmental care to
improve. More compostable
one use materials. More
beach and ocean
clean up.
With our unique
environment , and sun
all year, it would be good
to have ecofriendly energy
sources more readily
accessible for people so we
aren’t all damaging the
environment. Solar, hydro
and wind energy are all
efficient sources
and can easily be achieved
if our community decided
to invest in such a big
improvement.

Helping clean Puna will keep the
environment cleaner. People won't have to
worry about the mess. It will also help make Puna
look nicer. If everyone helps clean Puna together,
the people will get along and will all have
the same goal.
Puna is a beautiful place
when it isn’t covered in garbage.
People need to pick up after
themselves.
I want to help
bring new technology
to this area— we
could be cutting edge
on sustainability if
we trained us kids
on how to do
better.

We need to take
out the fire ants, it
started here and it is
us that has to
stop it.

We need to improve how we
‘malama de aina’ which is to
take care of the land.

Having more gathering
areas would also bring
everybody more together.
It would also just make the
area look better having a park
with families in it looks
better than a Pizza Hut.

I would like to see

more land get
opened up.
We need to fix up our parks.
There needs to be a place where people
can be safe and have fun at the same time.
Where people can go to just chill. There needs
to be enough to keep people busy all day
whether its working out, running, climbing,
resting, playing it needs to fit it all and it
should host parties for our people!

We need parks and recreational
areas to better people's lives.

Let’s rebuild the forest,
that will make this into a more
better place.

Youth commented on six main topics relative to economic opportunities:
What happened was that our island got more
beautiful with new beaches. We can share these with
visitor’s to sustain our families, but has to pono.

We need more farmer’s
markets, both to have access to
local and affordable food but
also because that is business
that is local to this.

I think the only private or public
property that should be by the volcano
is the Kilauea Park, so that tourists can see
it, we can heal with it and businesses
can go on.
Begin to teach construction
and then we can start building
resilient homes.

The land has so
much potential, we just
aren’t being taught
how to tap it..

How do I get a job that
pays me enough to live?

Can we be artists?
Can we be scientists? Can we
be from here and do something
cool for work? No want
work Burger King,
but...

We don’t learn anything in
school that sets us up with an
idea of what to do. We don’t
even learn about how to know
what we wanna do.

One thing I feel
that is missing from
this community are jobs
and entertainment. There
simply aren’t enough types
of job to accommodate the
upcoming generations and
this community can get
rather boring, besides the
nature of course. Without
destroying our nature, and
just by using old land, we
should invest in more
entertainment, and that
would open new jobs.
More companies, new
entertainment, new
jobs, and better
community.

Youth commented on three main topics relative to transportation:

I want there to
be reliable and safe
transportation.

Bus rides should be free
for students, or else we get stuck
here.
We need better
roads, safer, with better
signage.

We need to build
better bus stops
in Pahoa.

The focus shouldn’t be
on more anti-drug classes, if we
could get around we probably
wouldn’t get in so
much trouble.

A great public transport would
be bikes that have trackers– so that we
could get around but you could still
find them.

The community engagement team met with the administrators, principals, vice principals and
occasional teachers from the following schools. The principals and staff expressed the same kinds of
concerns as the students— their basic needs are going unmet.





Kamehameha Schools
Pāhoa Elementary
Pāhoa Intermediate and High
Kea'au Elementary






Keonepoko Elementary
Kea'au Middle
Kea'au High
VSAS

We need to start addressing the hidden lava flow, the flow that’s
been going forever. Fissure 1– poverty. Fissure 2– ICE. Fissure 3–
social determinants. Fissure 4– violence. Fissure 5– hunger. Get it?
Its nothing new, but it needs to end.
- DOE/Ka'u, Kea'au, Pahoa Complex Area
Our schools do the eight to two, but how are our schools
building resilience two to eight?
- DOE/Ka'u, Kea'au, Pahoa Complex Area

Our keiki can lead the tourism industry. We need to provide
ways for them to feel expert of this place– it is their place.
-Mt. View Elementary
Our kids cannot walk to school. There’s no sidewalks. There is no
access to movement.
-Keonepoko Elementary

Kids use their good behavior bucks to buy personal hygiene
products for themselves and their ‘ohana— instead of buying
candy or toys.
-Keonepoko Elementary

It’s a luxury for our school to have arts— the whole ‘ohana
gets invested and the kids come alive— but no can sustain it,
let alone grow it.
-Keonepoko Elementary
We lost a place of refugee during a time of trauma. We need
to help our family.
-Kua O Kā La





Mt. View Elementary
Kua O Kā La
DOE/Ka'u, Kea'au, Pahoa
Complex Area

We should have our kūpuna teach Hawaiian studies–
our youth need these connections.
-Kea'au Middle School
We need medical services at school to help decrease
chronic absenteeism.
-Kea'au Middle School
Our students need transportation, not just to get to school
safely— especially in the rain— but so that they can
participate in activities. Learning can happen in fun ways too.
-Kea'au Middle School
Female self-harm increased. It keeps happening in
younger and younger kids. It is contagious. We only found
out because it got so bad other students started reporting it.
-Keonepoko Elementary
Our highest drop out rate is after 9th grade… how can we
keep them engaged and in school? We have great
gardening equipment but no skilled teachers.
-Pahoa High School
Our biggest concern is making sure our kids are clothed,
fed and safe at home.
-Pahoa Elementary
Food. Safety. Cleanliness. Transportation. Health. Activity.
Then education. Until our kids are well, they aren't going
to learn or perform well.
-Kea’au High School
We must tie disaster education to culture.
-Pahoa Elementary

